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September was ART against AIDS month. The
primary purpose was to raise money for AIDS serv-
ices. It alsoprovided a showcaseof somevery good
educational and entertaining events. Some of these
eventscontinue through October. I encourageevery-
one to make a special effort to take in theseevents.
Our community is said to be very large. Yet when
special effort is made to have film, theater or other
events the attendanceseemsto be very small.

Yet we the 400 or so who seethis newsletter who
makeup much of theactive community. It is perhaps
unfair that we seemto carry the burden to the com-
munity, but we have chosen to speak up for the
injustice that has been dealt to gay and lesbian
community. And though the struggle hasbeentough
at times it hasalso beenrewarding many times. We
seethrough the performance and visual arts how art
hasreflected our life. We havecome along way from
"Boys in the Band" in just a few years. I would just
like to thank the artist who have given up much of
their time to give us a great senseof well being.

THEPRESIDENTIALDEBATE ...ONAIDS
QUESTION: Your Massachusetts health plan has been at-

tacked by the Vice President and you have defended it in this
way, I would like to move on to perhaps one ofthe most costly
medical catastrophesfacing Americans today and that is AIDS.
In-at the end of September, the thousands of AIDS patients
will lose their access to AZT, which is the only Federally-
approved drug for treatment of the disease. Now, I'd like to
know, Sir, if what you position is on extending that and what it
is do you think the Government ought to be doing about AZT
and other drugs available to people who are suffering from this
disease.

DUKAKIS: Let me say this about AIDS. It's the single most
important public health emergency we've had in our lifetime.
And I think there areanumber of things we have to do including
supporting legislation which will commit this nation to the
resources to find cure which will provide broad education and
prevention, which will provide sensitive and caring treatment

for the victims of AIDS. I think we have to demonstrate some
flexibility-and I think the F.D.A. is attempting to do sonow-
in trying to make it possible for new and expensive drugs to be
available to the people who are at risk at AIDS. And I would
hope that we could bring that kind of policy to bear beginning
in January and I would encourage the current Administration to
provide the the kind of flexibility where it's appropriate and
where it's done carefully and responsibility. But we have not
had the kind of leadership we should have had in this particuar
area. I think the Vice President and I are in general agreement
on-on what we have to do. The special Federal commission
made good solid recommendations. I think we're both suppor-
tive of them. And I would strongly lead in this area as I have in
my state as Governor.

QUESTION: Mr. Vice President, a minute rebuttal.

BUSH: Well, we're on the right track. TheN.I.H. is doing a
good job in research.The Surgeon General is doing a good job
in encouraging the proper kind of education. I notice that the
Governor did not mention any testing. But we've got to have a
knowledge base.Testing should be confidential but we have to
have a knowledge base.We can't simply stick our headsin the
sands it terms of testing. I'm chairman of the President's task
force on regulatory relief. And we are working the the F.D.A.
And they have sped up bringing drugs to market that can help.
And you've got to be careful here because there's a safety
factor, but I think these things-and then also I am one who
believes we've got to go the extra mile in clean-being surethat
the blood supply is-is pure. We cannot have a lack of confi-
dence in the blood supply when it comes to operations and
surgery and things of this nature. So research, speeding the
drugs to market, testing, blood supply are very important
elements to this.
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By William M. Hoffman

P
AULMONETTE and Roger Horwitz mer at a

. dinner party. in Boston in the mid·1970's, fel1 in

love and moved together to Los Angeles. Paul
was a novelist (best known for "Taking Care of

Mrs Carroll"), poet and screenwriter; Roger was a

lawyer Enjoying the love of their families and friends,

Involved with the community, almost monogamous -

even owning a dog - they might have been People
magazme's gay couple of the year for 1983.AIDS only
gradually penetrated their consciousness.

They were lulled by living in Los Angeles, where
the progress of the diseasewas two years behind New

Emmanuel Dreuilhe: He
saw himself as a soldier in a
war against the human race.

York and San Francisco. and they were reassured by
Widespread journalistic denial - the psychological
nrocess that fillers out uncomfortable thoughts. The
press was underreporting an epidemic that was killing
mainly them: gay men, dr-ugaddicts. hemophiliacs.

Roger and Paul were also soothed by their own
denial. They were convinced that they would somehow

escape the disease unscathed. They. too. thought that

rhev weren't like them: the fast-lane gay men whose

really outlandish ways made them prone to the illness.

I, wasn't until Seplember 1983that AIDS came home to
I he couple Paul's close friend. Cesar. developed a

.wouen gland 10 his groin, eventually diagnosed as
.aposts sarcoma, an AIDS-related cancer.

When he was told that Cesar had "got it," Paul

William M. Hoffman is the author of "As Is," a play
OOUIAIDS, and the librettist of "A Figaro for Antonia,'
.n opera by John Corigliano commissioned by the

.1f'tropohtan Opera for its 1991season.

replied, "Got what?" He pictured the swullen gland,
thmk mg, "what's that got to du wilh AIDS?" But JUSI
below the surface of his mind he had parallel thoughts
about the swollen glands in his own groin, "always
dismissed by my straight doctor as herpes-related and
'not a significant sign: ..and about his lover's recurring
heaIth problems.

II wasn't until March 1985,when Roger's fevers and
cough were diagnosed as pneumocystis pneumonia, an
opporlUnistic infection characteristic of AIDS, that the
truth came crashing in. On OCI.22, 1986,aher numer-
ous other ailments. experimental treatments and hospi-
talizations, he died.

"Borrowed Time" is Paul Monette's account of
thuse nineteen months of his "beloved friend" 's life,
with flashbacks to the time before they were "living on
the moon." Wriling after Roger Horwitz's death and
fired with the knowledge that his own immune system
was compromised, Mr. Monette has etched a magnifi-
cent monument to his lover's bravery, their commit-
men! to each other and the plague of hatred and
ignorance they had to endure.

The memoir has the leanness and urgency of war
reporting, sparing the reader none of the details of the
illness or of the emotional state of the principals. Just
as Roger learns how to cope with increasing weakness,
fevers and the toxic drug reactions, he goes blind; then
he has his sighl partially restored, only to lose it again
gradually. Hopeafter hope is dashed as drug aher drug
fails to halt the progress of the illness for long. There is
no magic bullet..

Understandably, Mr. Monette feels a great deal of
rage, especially at an Administration whose chief
spokesman was Patrick Buchanan, "one of whose ma-
jor qualifications for the job was his. , . remark that
nature was finally exacting her price on homusexuals
for having spilled their seed against her." Mr. MoneHe
is furious at being forced to go to Tijuana to smuggle
drugs - not crack or heroin, but antivirals, withheld
because of red tape ("red tape wos - and largely srill is
- the system").

As in war reporting, there is much black humor,
especially when the author tries to earn some sorely
needed cash by writing a comedy for Whoopi Goldberg
while his lover is in intensive care:" 'But has Ithe studio
head] read it?' I asked.,. about a particularly wacko
criticism, only to be told in oracular tones, 'David
doesn't read, he hears.''' Yet the couple manage to steal
moments of peace when the disease takes a breather.
The writing here is tender and lyrical. whether they are
enjoying Big Sur or reading Plato together in the
hospital. Time and again there are references to the
ancient Greeks as the couple seek role models in
dealing with their tragic situation, Eventually they find
what they are looking for in the life of Socrates, whose
end they study in order "to see how a man of honor
faces death without any lies." Paul Monette, who has
also written "Love Alone: Eighteen Elegies for Rog,'
unsentimentally records their heroic efforts to do the
same.

I • • •
In "Mortal Embrace," Emmanuel Dreuilhe - a

Frenchman born in Cairo, raised in Indochina and now
a translator living in New York - takes the metaphor
of war reporting to its logical extreme. It is his conten-
tion that a foreign enemy, the AIDS virus, has declared
war on the human race: therefore he, as a man with
AIDS, is, whether he likes it or not, a soldier in that war.

The results of this approach are dazzling: "My
AIDS and the Trojan War were brought about by Love,
by Aphrodite, the patron deity of Troy, goddess of
sexuality and even lust. ... The sensual abandon and
derangement induced by the seductive Aphrodite led
directly to the blindness of Priam and his men, who
decided 10 bring the wooden horse within the walls of
the city despite Cassandra's warnings."

But usually the author's rrarne of reference is
World War II: "1 was somewhat-like the Popular Front
government. caught up in the pleasures of pacifism.
and then suddenly the ultimatum is delivered: suppres-
sor T lymphocytes are massed Ihreateningly on the
border, while lavish social spending has depleted our
reserves of T4+ lymphocytes, the immune cells of our

Magmot line,"
Mr. Dreuilhe extends the metaphor and seespeople

with AIDS as the Jews of the present war. "The healthy
population is thus just as terrified of coming in contact
with AIDS victims as the non-Jews of occupied Europe
were of associating with Jews, and perhaps sharing
their fate,"

The comparison of people wnh AIDS to Ihe Jews
was firsl made in Larry Kramer's play "The Normal
Hearl" and my own "As Is," bUI Mr. Dreuilhe comes up
with powerful new insights, Just as anti-Semitism can
to a degree be attr ibuted to Chrislian jealousy (he
Quotes Polish peasants in Claude Lanzrnann's film

"Shoah" as saying that Ihe Jews "had never worked
with their hands"), "some heterosexuals resent the tact
that homosexuals don't have 10 .. support an entire
family. , , , The compassion felt by many heterosexuals

. is mtugated by a vague and unhealthy satisfaction
rooted in unacknowledged envy"

II's importanl to note that in Mr. Dreuilhe's analogy
the Nazis are identified with the AIDS virus itself, not

the mostly ignorant, indifferent, or in some cases down-
right murderous government officials, drug companies
and general population. The real enemy is nonhuman,
In this vein President Reagan is identified with Mar-
shal Perarn, choosing "to ignore the conflict engulfing
his country," and not with Hitler. Mr. Dreuilhe points
out that the President has foughl the war against AIDS
just as he has the war in Nicaragua, "by discreetly
slipping it into the hands 'of prrvate organizations"

Paul Monette: Soothed by
denial, he was convinced he

would escapeunscathed.
I I

DispatchesFrom Aphrodite'sWar

instead of enlisting the support of the enlire population.
The result: "forty thousand American AIDS victims
abandoned to their own resources and public charity,"

This tiny book, a brilliant distillation of profound
sadness, powerless rage and hard-won acceptance, is
almost enlirely Quotable; but in the end Ihe work isn't
completely convincing. However worthwhile the com-
panson, fighting against a disease just isn't armed
combat, and even in this excellent translalion, Mr.
Dreuilhe's attempts to find parallelS come to feel a bit
strained,

Just as the catastrophes of world war and genocide
gave a special urgency to our oeed for the greater
perspective that we call art, AIDS is spawning a new
vocabulary and a new literature of commitment. In the
Iighl of this struggle for survival, much other recent
wriling seems dated and weak. "Borrowed Time,"
"Mortal Embrace" and George Whitmore's moving
AIDS memoir, "Someone Was Here" - all front-line
accounts, to borrow a metaphor from Mr. Dreuilhe -
are the best examples of this new literary activity. 0

THE NEW YORK TIMES BOOKREVIEW 3
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Living With AIDS
Dedicated to the memory of John Peterman, and to the future of people with AIDS and ARC

He's big and proud

He's abrasive and loud

He can roar like a lion or be meek as a lamb

God knows he's courageous

He inspires me to be all that I can

But then he said "It's not the end

I rely on my friends

For all the affection and the love the provide

And maybe with hugs

And without booze and drugs

There is still a good chance that I may survive."

And maybe he will

'Cause he's active still

He goes to the marches and all the parades

He's not giving in

He's determined to win

He's a person who's living with AIDS

Living with love, not living in fear

Embracing the light when shadows appear

It's a place to begin, it's a good way to start

Releasing the power we hold in our hearts

The loss of our lovers,

Our sisters and brothers

Is a wound that cuts deep through our history of pride

And one way to heal

All the pain that we feel

Is to stand by the living and remain unified

So if you've got a friend

Whose condition is grim

Don't go burying him or drawing the shades

Surrender your doubt

By reaching out

To a person who's living with AIDS

Living with love, not living in fear

Healing with hope and drawing them near

it's a place to begin, it's a step we can take

Empowering people whose lives are at stake

Living with love, not living in fear

Embracing the light when shadows appear

It's a place to begin, it's a good way to start

Releasing the power we hold in our hearts.

from the album Emotional Rollercoaster, music & lyrics by Ron Romanovsky & Paul Phillips
available from Fresh Fruit Records, Box 4418, Berkeley, CA 94704

CIRCLE K CHANGES AIDS COVERAGE

Circle K Corp. has dropped a plan to limit medical-care
coverage for employees because of "lifestyle decisions," such
asthosewho contracted AIDS or suffered from drug or alcohol

abuse.

"Effective immediately, we have canceled implementation
of these specific limitations due to the widespread misunder-
standing of both the intent and the specifics of the changes,"
Circle K President Robert Reade said in a memorandum to
employees.

Readesaid the company learned from the flap that "impres-
sions and perceptions many times are more important than
intentions. It's such avolatile and sensitive issue that I think no

matter how carefully we explain it, we would have been mis-
construed."

"I'm just delighted," said Kathleen Barnes, director of the

Arizona AIDS Project. "The biggest danger was always that
other companies were going to follow their lead. Now this is
going to help keep everyone else in check."

Other companies reportedly had considered similar steps in
the faceof increasesof20 percent to 30 percent ayear in thecost
of employee medical insurance and estimates by the federal
government that, by 1991, the medical bill for AIDS will top
$10 billion a year. .

MAC BOARD MEETING
Thursday, October 13, call 529-1223 for more info
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23 24 25 26 27 28 29

30 31

1 Saturday
Car Washbenefit for the University of Houston Gay/Lesbian

Student Association, 9:00 AM to 12 Noon, at Mary's
1022 Westheimer

2 Sunday
After Hours," 2:00 AM, KPFT Radio 90.1 FM
"Weekend Edition-Sunday" 10:AM, KUHF 88.7 FM Susan

Stambergreturns to Houston's Airwaves with what she
calls a style and substanceof the New York Times "Art
& Leisure" section with the intimacy and spontaneity
of the old Arthur Godfrey Show

Houston Heights Festival featuring The Lone Star Band
Reception for Randy Shilts, author of "And the Band Played

On," at TexasCommerceTower, 60th floor lobby spon-
sored by the Montrose Counseling Center, 529-0037,
$25.00

"A DanceAgainst Darkness" The Group Theater Workshop,
8:00 PM, Main Street Theater, 2540 Times Blvd, 524-
6706, $10

3 Monday
"A DanceAgainst Darkness" The Group Theater Workshop,

8:00 PM, Main Street Theater, 2540 Times Blvd, 524-
6706, $10

4 Tuesday
"Wilde 'n' Stein," 10:00 PM, KPFT Radio 90.1 FM

5 Wednesday
Gay/Lesbian Political Caucus Meeting, 7:30 PM, Viscount

Hotel, 2828 Southwest Fwy, 521-1000
"3-2-1 Contact Extra" 7:30 PM KUHF Channel 8 the first

television program produced especially for children to
answer someof the questions on AIDS

7 Friday
International Association of Lesbian andGay Pride Commit-

teesconvention in St. Louis, 529-1223

8 Saturday
NamesProject March on Washington, 800-USA-NAME
National Organization for Women, Lesbian Conference, San

Diego 202-347-2279

9 Sunday
"After Hours," 2:00 AM, KPFT Radio 90.1 FM
"A DanceAgainst Darkness" The Group Theater Workshop,

8:00 PM, Main Street Theater, 2540 Times Blvd, 524-
6706, $10

10 Monday
"A DanceAgainst Darkness" The Group Theater Workshop,

8:00 PM, Main Street Theater, 2540 Times Blvd, 524-
6706, $10

11 Tuesday
National Coming Out Day no matter how far in the closet or

out of the closet you are, you have a next step
"A DanceAgainst Darkness" The Group Theater Workshop,

8:00 PM, Main Street Theater, 2540 Times Blvd, 524-
6706, $10

13 Thursday
Montrose Activity Center Board Meeting, place to be an-

nounced, call 529-1223 for more information

14 Friday
"Breakthrough," 8:00 AM, KPFT Radio 90.1 FM

15 Saturday
"An Evening of Hope" anAlley Theater performance of "The

Road to Mecca" followed by gala and silent auction;
benefitting Bering Community Service Foundation
tickets $75.00 and up.

16 Sunday
"After Hours," 2:00 AM, KPFT Radio 90.1 FM
"A DanceAgainst Darkness" The Group Theater Workshop,

8:00 PM, Main Street Theater, 2540 Times Blvd, 524-
6706, $10

17 Monday
"A DanceAgainst Darkness" The Group Theater Workshop,

8:00 PM, Main Street Theater, 2540 Times Blvd, 524-
6706, $10

18 Tuesday
"Wilde 'n' Stein," 10:00 PM, KPFT Radio 90.1 FM
"A DanceAgainst Darkness" The Group Theater Workshop,

8:00 PM, Main Street Theater, 2540 Times Blvd, 524-
6706, $10

19 Wednesday
Gay/Lesbian Political Caucus Meeting, &:30 PM, Viscount

Hotel, 2828 Southwest Fwy, 521-1000

21 Friday
"Breakthrough," 8:00 AM, KPFT Radio 90.1 FM

23 Sunday
"After Hours," 2:00 AM, KPFT Radio 90.1 FM
The Lone Star Symphonic Band-Fall Concert 3:00 PM, Rice

University, Hammon Hall, 861-9149
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25 Tuesday
"Wilde 'n' Stein," 10:00 PM, KPFT Radio 90.1 FM

27 Thursday
Gay/Lesbian Pride Week 1989 meeting, 7:00 PM, Parkway

Athletic Club, Zond floor, 800 Rosine

·28 Friday
"Breakthrough," 8:00 AM, KPFT Radio 90.1 FM

30 Sunday
"After Hours," 2:00 AM, KPFT Radio 90.1 FM

November 12 & 13
National conference on Lesbian & Gay Legal Issues, San

Francisco, 415-431-1444

November 27
This datewill mark the dl Othanniversary of theassassination

of Harvey Milk and to rememberthis day in the gay and
lesbian movementyou are invited to apeprally for life.
Plans call for a rally to be held in front of city hall
reflection pool. Call 529-4636 for more information .

The electronic media:
Morning Edition 5:00 AM to 8:00 AM Mon-Fri newsfrom

NationalPublicRadio in WashingtonKUHF 88.7
All ThingsConsidered5:00PMt06:30PMMon-Fri newsfrom

NationalPublicRadio in WashingtonKUHF 88.7
WeekendEdition-Saturday7:00 AM to 9:00 AM Saturday

newsfrom NationalPublicRadioin Washington,featur-
ing ScottSimon,KUHF 88.7

WeekendEdition-Sunday 10:00AM to 12:00Noon Sunday
newsfrom NationalPublic Radio in Washingtonfeatur-
ing SusanStambergKUHF 88.7

Wilde 'n' Stein gay and lesbianradio, 10:00PM Tuesdays,
KPFT90.1

BreakthroughWomen'sand lesbianmusic along with inter-
views,8:00 AM to 11:00AM Fridays,KPFT 90.1

After Hoursgay and lesbianradio, 2:00 AM Sundays,KPFT
90.1

"3-2-1 ContactExtra" 7:30PM KUHF WednesdayOctober5,
Channel8 the first television programproducedespe-
cially for children to answersomeof the questionson

'AIDS,

NATIONAL GAY & LESBIAN

TASKFORCE
1517U Street,NW

Washington,DC 20009

202-332-6483

basicmembershipIS $30/year

Gay/Lesbain Pride Week 1989
Meetings 7:00 PM

at Parkway Athelitic Club

Zond floor, 800 Rosine

October 27
November 17

December 29
I wasunabletoattendtheSeptembermeetinganddid notget

the minutesbeforedeadline,Ihopeto have them in the next
newsletter.
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YOUNG, GAY - AND AFRAID

BY A. DAMIEN MARTIN
The anti-gay attack on the Upper West Sideof New York City

- in which a group of teenagers surrounded two young man,
taunted them with epithets, then beat and stabbed them - is
neither surprising nor unusual. What is surprising is the
amount of attention theevent hasreceived. But attention should
also be focused on the factors that contribute to such violence,
especially the hostile anti-gay statements of religious and
political leaders.

The institute of which I am executive director serves lesbian
and gay youth and their families. Every year, about 1,000
young people seck out help. By the time they call us, more that
than 40 percent have suffered from violence related to their
sexual orientation, more than half of it at the handsof peers. All
the others live in fear of discovery and thus of violence.

Harvey Milk High School in New York City was created for
gay youths, partly becauseviolence inflicted on young homo-
sexuals made it impossible for some to stay in other schools.

The homosexually oriented are constantly slandered by
peopleat all levels of society. Indeed, someof thosewho should
be in the forefront of the fight against bias-related violence -
religious and political leaders - often encourage or condone
physical attacks against gay men and lesbians.

In 1982, the Rev. Jimmy Swaggart published a pamphlet
about the Bible in which he said that "God is saying here that not
only is the homosexual worthy of death, but perhaps also those
who approve of homosexuality."

In a book widely distributed to state and Federal legislators
by right wing groups, the Rev. Ernst Rueda, a Roman Catholic
priest, defended those who physically attack gay people "as
social agents of the majority of the population."

Noach Dear, a New York City Councilmen and a Orthodox
Jew, has claimed on television that homosexuals would not be
beaten up if they did not let people know they were gay -
blaming the victims, not the perpetrators of violence.

In 1986, the Vatican issue a pastoral letter that stated that
violence against homosexuals "understandable."

Last year, the Republican leadership of the New York State
Senate blocked a bill to increase penalties for bias related
violence becausethe bill condemned attacks on people because
of their sexual orientation. The legislators claimed to be afraid
of sending the wrong message.

The messagethat they and our other so-called leaders send
is quite clear: Beating up gay people is O.K.

I could give page after page of instances of how violence
against gay and lesbian adolescent by peers and others if
fostered by those who should by their protectors. In front of an
entire class, a New York City gym teacher told a gay male
adolescent that since by wanted to "act like agirl" hecould stay

in the girls' section. Afterward, his classmates verbally and
physically harassedhim until he dropped out of school.

In Bangor, ME., the school district canceled a proposed
Tolerance Day - organized after three students killed a gay
man - becauseone of the scheduled speakers was a lesbian.

Concern about the corruption of children is often a rallying
cry for anti-gay forces. The real corruption occurs when the
majority of young people are given the idea that violence
against someone who is different can be justified.

The danger in this is not just to gay and lesbian people.
History should have taught us that once violence against any
group is acceptable, other stigmatized groups are in danger.

A. Damien Martin has been executive director of the Het-
rick-Martin Institute, an organization concerned with gay and
lesbian youth, since 1979, from The New York Times, 09/01/
88.

THROAT-RAMMING

BY GERALD HANNON
We went to the movies that afternoon. It was a bright day, it

was a movie we had been waiting to see,and being a creature
of small enthusiasms, I took his hand as we wandered with the
crowd through the lobby towards our seats. It was abruptly
shaken off, and we had to smoulder though a feature, two
trailers and a National Film Board short on British Columbia
before we could continue the quarrel. It struck me very sharply
and keenly that afternoon that we were arguing about holding
hands-that two people who loved each other very deeply, who
had been in a relationship for almost two years, were arguing
not about frenching on the subway or blow jobs in the park, but
about acaresssocasual as to be invisible among heterosexuals.

You will want to know about us-about Robert and me. I am
thirty he is twenty-six. We are both middle-class white males
with decent educations and the sort of background that prom-
ised comfortable suburbia. This is the first gay relationship for
both of us, and it came assomething of a surprise to two people
who had more or less resigned themselves (and not uncon-
tentedly) to a life without a significant relationship of this sort.
We reacted to the wonder and delight of it all by behaving in a
fashion more frequently associated with a teeny-bopper pash
than with two mature people who had stumbled into a love
affair. We were extravagant and silly, we were very happy and
obviously so,we loved touching each other and we did. And
scarcely noticing what we were doing, we began to walk about
holding hands.

It didn't take us long to realize we had power. Want to see
smart Toronto blow its cool? Just saunter down Yonge Street
hand in hand. Want half the sidewalk to yourself? Ditto.
Interested in the anatomy of disbelief? Just link those digits.
And it was fun and a part of our being in love then, and at rust
it was only amusing when the hard, ugly shouts of "faggot"
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followed us down the street, or erupted out of the streetcar we
had just left.. ..

But it never stopped. And it followed us home. Our street
became a gauntlet. They'd get tired of it, we thought; how can
anyone, even teenage bout be endlessly titillated by two men
holding hands?The catcalls, the hoots, the"hi, girls" continued
all summer. It seemed to make no difference that we talked to
them about our being gay, and our pride in it-{)ur little gay-
enlightenment rapsjust weren't working. What did work, to our
shame,was an out-and-out street brawl (broken up, deliciously
enough, by the neighborhood mothers), and that initiated an
uneasypeacewhich lasted until we left that housea few months
later. '

By the time the damage had been done. Fear had its slow,
corrosive effect: spontaneousaffection in public was no longer
in our relationship. If we held hands it was becauseI insisted.
The occasional kiss was grudgingly, reluctantly received-but
his eyeswere not on mine. They were shifting from side to side,
and they were looking for danger.

I realize this paints a lessthan flattering picture of Robert and
a very flattering one of me. The facts of the matter: what fre-
quently constitutes my courage is amixture of obviousness and
adesire to shock. What somemight call cowardice in him loath-
ing-emotional and intellectual and purer than anything I shall
attain to-{)f violence in any form and all of its macho vari-
ations. But whatever the personal dynamics involved, some-
thing very important had come to an end.

I define myself asgay. I know life is broader than that. I know
sexually isn't everything, I know I'll spent only a minute
fraction of my life making love: I've heard all the arguments,
And yes, I read novels, I go to movies, enjoy photography but,
damn it, it's because I'm gay that those novels, for all their
"universality," say less and less to me, because I'm gay that
movies only infuriate me now with their endless variations on
the samedrab heterosexual themes,becauseI'm gay that much
of my life is spent struggling for what so many take for granted.
The corollary, of course, is that I am invisible.

To the extent that you define yourself as gay, you define
yourself as invisible. There is no accent, no colour, no shared
system of beliefs to make you whole and visible. There is only
a mirror which we have had to place where we ought to be and
which presentsto other people, with varying degreesof success,
the woman or man they can most easily deal with. Most of us
have begun the process of breaking the mirror-the process of
becoming visible. Not surprisingly, most of us begin by telling
our families andour closest friends-people we think may have
suspectedanyway, people we are sure have enough emotional
investment in the relationship not to reject us out of hand. Nine
times out of ten they areshocked and hurt, eight times our of ten
they accept and try to understand, ten times out of ten you ex-
perience a senseof exhilaration/relief which, I am convinced,
must be outside the realm of straight experience. And almost as
often, that's where it all stops.

So now Mon and Dad know, sodo sister and brother (but not
the grandparents-it would just kill them/ they wouldn't under-
stand),andasmall circle of close friends arediscreetly dropping
gay jokes from their repertoire. The tragedy: we will settle for
that much visibility. We have cherished invisibility for so long
(and it doeshave its moments of bittersweet, ironic delight) that
we can feed for years off the fact that we actually told some-
one--not that they will ever bring it up again after the original
confessions are over. Furthermore, we spendeight hours a day
at a job where no one knows. Acquaintances don't know.
Lovers are introduced as friends. Has anything changed...?

I have someclose friends. They know I spenda great deal of
time working in the "movement," yet they never ask, even
jokingly, how the battle is going, or what my feelings are on
gay-related news events. They make no comment on The Body
Politic. though they are aware I have been involved with it
almost since its inception. One of them-a teacher--quite
shocked me recently by remarking that shehad concluded that
one of her male students was gay because she had met his
parents and mother was very dominant and the father very
passive.

Visibility must be our own choice. It is also a daily choice.
My experience has taught me that most people, vis-a-vis homo-
sexuality, are quite eager to forgive and forget. They seem
incapable of realizing that my sexual orientation hasmolded me
in ways which were not open to them, that my present situation
is not defrned simply by the fact that I have sex with men. And
it is soeasy for us to coast. Why bring it up? They're not always
ramming their heterosexuality down my throats (but they are,
even when they aren't Why make a social situation tense?Why
risk being tedious?

Simple because the only other alternative is the slow drift
back into indivisibility. And I am too well acquainted with the
thousand tiny compromises that the entails to even endure it
again. Each compromise is tiny, and eachone is easy, and each
one edges the mirror a little further back into place. The new
c1osetry:being "out" to family and friends but never hearing the
word "gay" from them again after the original cathartic revela-
tion.

Robert and I holding hands at the movies. A public display
of affecting. More that that-it is the aggressive statement of
what I am and what I am fighting for. It is part of my refusal to
be invisible. And I will do it even when I don't feel like doing
it, when we're hustling through crowds and it's inconvenient,
when it's hot and our palms arc glued together like molasses
sandwiches. And I won't be doing it becauseit's naive enough
to think that we're going to win over the hets (not many are
going to come out with an "isn't that cute why it's just love after
all isn't it?"), but I am hopeful enough to think that young gay
people seeing us-seeing public and casual gay affection for
the first time-might gain some of the courage they need to
come out, or just begin thinking about coming out. At least
they'd know they weren't the only ones.
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A public display of affection. One step to put gay people
vibrantly and visibly where they belong: in the streets,theparks
(by day aswell), theplazas, the offices, the schools, the factories
of our county. We're there now, of course. But not so's you'd
notice. And can we expect--do we deserve-consideration in
union contracts, inclusion in human rights legislation, full
acceptance(on our terms) in society if our very existence comes
as a surprise to the majority of people?

I seemto behoping for agreat deal from two men (or women)
expressing affection in public. Yet I do not feel that it can
replacegay people working together in asystematic, public way
for the eventual achievement of certain political goals. The
latter, however, brings us before the public only occasionally
for demonstrations and you soon realize that except for your
working hours (when you're probably not out) your time is
spent completely with gay people, and a small number of gay
people at that. One more roar to indivisibility.

Throat -ramming. It must become the social extension of our
public struggle for civil rights. "Having it rammed down my
throat" is a fairy common straight reaction to one's insistence on
one's visibility as a gay person. They find it difficult to admit
that every aspect of culture today is violent heterosexual thrust
down everyone's throat. Throat-ramming. It meansnever hear-
ing a fag joke or seeing a limp wrist parody without protesting
the insult, (1was in abookstore a few weeks ago.Two girls were
beside me leafing through After Dark. One of them said "forget
it, they're just a bunch of god-damned fags." I said nothing. I
hatedmyself for it, but I couldn't face the prospect of a scenein
that bookstore. As I said, it won't be easy.) It meansbringing it
up at work whenever it seemsremotely natural to do so--and it
will be natural to do so far more often than you think. People ask
about one's private life after all, people chat about news events,
people go to movies ...

Throat-ramming. It means never appearing in public with
another gay person (or persons) unless it will be obvious that
you are gay people. The easiestway to do that is to hold hands.
It meansnever appearing in public alone unless it is asobvious
asyou can make it that you area gay person. The easiestway to
do that is to wear a button saying you are.

Itseems I am asking agreat deal. Indeed I am. I have my own
failures as a throat-ram mer to cite as proof of that. But unless
you're a twenty-four-a-day gay you can expect the following to
continue: (I) legislators will continue to see our demands for
equal rights as the hysteria of a few exotics-"U there are so
many of you, how is it I've never met one?" is a common
question; (2) themyth of gaypeopleassex-crazedchild molesters
or harmlessnellies or lesbians too plain to get amen will remain
firmly fixed in the public consciousness; (3) young gay people
will continue to grow up feeling that they are the only one,
feeling alone and hopeless. Remember?

Make themove. Make it in asmalJway at first-not alone but
with a number of friends. But make it. Alone if you have to. It's
amazing how hooked you can get on feeling visible. And

human.

Postscript: Robert and I? We're working on it. Together.
And with theparticipation and encouragement of our friends in
our house. We go everywhere arm-in-arm now. Not quite as
rammed as hand-holding, but it's what looks comfortable and
easy on us.

Last week we wandered pasta schoolyard. The usual chorus
of hoots. But not from everyone-c-one boy, about thirteen or so,
was a little apart from the others. I caught his eye: disbelief-
perhaps distrust?-at first, but the fact slowly blossomed into
an open and winning smile. And though we'd never seeneach
other before, it was a sign of recognition.

from The Body Politic, Issue 18, May/June 1975, no longer
being published

END NOTE
A gay man who heads an animal rights group said he wiIJ

protest against the Golden State Gay Rodeo Association's first
western rodeo this weekend in Hayward, CA. "I think it is
ironic that gays, of all people, would be abusing animals," said
Eric MilJs, 50. About 125 gay and lesbian riders from seven
stateswere expected to compete. Mills the head of Action for
Animals group, charged that the rodeo is a chance for "gays to
put on a John Wayne mystique and do it to poor defenseless
animals. Gays see it as a great way to break the sissy stere-
otype."
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